These are the seniors who have been chosen as Lane College's 1975-76 Who's Who Among College and Universities in America. This is truly a great honor, and the highest that a senior can achieve.

These outstanding seniors have the ability to lead others into the world of Education—the Hope and Ambition of Black America.
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Like a beacon from which light is generated, they have guided your path, lest your feet might stumble or falter and you suffer an aftermath.

That light remains here for those who will follow through Lane's Halls of Fame. It will guide them into the future toward the victories which they will claim, as well as you.

May you continue to strive and struggle with unfailing zeal to bring honor to Lane College. And as you venture forth on a journey that will take you far, may the Maker of light cast on you blessings, no matter where you may be.

---Gloria P. Wilson

CHALLENGE!

1) Arnold, Brenda
   Dyersburg, Tennessee
   Sociology

2) Auls, Ruth
   Chattanooga, Tennessee
   History

3) Blue, Beride
   Brownsville, Tennessee
   Elementary Education

4) Bobb, Leonard
   Cincinnati, Ohio
   Sociology

5) Bore, Pamela
   Hollywood, Florida
   Sociology

6) Brooks, Betty
   Jackson, Tennessee
   Music
3) Brown, Leroy
Mound Bayou, Mississippi
Physical Education

2) Bryant, Flaco
Leland, Mississippi
Physical Education

3) Bryant, Theodore
Arcadia, Florida
Sociology

4) Barret, Arlanda
Medina, Tennessee
Business Administration

5) Caldwell, Willie
Fl. Wayne, Indiana
History

6) Jessie Chancellor
St. Louis, Missouri
Elementary Education

3) Childers, J.W.
Jackson, Tennessee
Business Education

2) Cole, Mary
Jackson, Tennessee
Elementary Education

3) Cole, Maxine
Jackson, Tennessee
Sociology

4) Conners, Christine
Birmingham, Alabama
Sociology

5) Dawkins, Wellington
Los Angeles, California
Sociology

6) Doherty, Willie
Holly Springs, Mississippi
Business Admin.
1) Odote, Daniel
Memphis, Tennessee
Elementary Education/Music

2) Dunlop, Howard
Tallahassee, Florida
Physical Education

3) Eggleton, Willie
Chattahoochee, Florida
Business Admin.

4) Ellison, Marilyn
Jackson, Tennessee
Elementary Education

5) Falls, Stephen
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Sociology

6) Finley, Ayin
Jackson, Tennessee
Sociology

1) Fuller, Brenda
Jackson, Tennessee
Business Education

2) Graham, Lola
Rutgers, Arkansas
History

3) Grider, Candolphyn
Jackson, Tennessee
Business Education

4) Griffey, Diane
Bellevue, Tennessee
Sociology

5) Haidford, Leon
Brownsville, Tennessee
Physical Education

6) Harley, Fred
Tara, Mississippi
Physical Education
1) Pearson, Ramson
Somerville, Tennessee
Business Admin.
2) Perry, Arthur
Memphis, Tennessee
Business Admin.
3) Perry, Lola
Jackson, Tennessee
Elementary Education

4) Preuett, Lizzie
Nashville, Tennessee
Business Education
5) Pugh, Alice Faye
Bolivar, Tennessee
Business Education
6) Richardson, Isaac
Columbia, Mississippi
Physical Education

3) Ross, Tommie
Jackson, Tennessee
Biology
4) Sims, Linda Marie
Hollywood, Florida
Sociology
5) Smith, James G.
Trentwood, Tennessee
Physical Education

6) Speed, James
Helena, Arkansas
Sociology
7) Springfield, Ralph
Dennard, Tennessee
Business Admin.
8) Stokely, Cassandra
Memphis, Tennessee
Sociology
1) Smith, Samuel
   St. Petersburg, Florida
   Sociology

2) Stout, Charles
   Memphis, Tennessee
   Sociology

3) Tanner, Ruthie
   Jackson, Tennessee
   Sociology

4) Thomas, Amelia
   Memphis, Tennessee
   Physical Education

5) Turner, Felicia
   Goshen, Illinois
   Sociology

6) Vazquez, Ivory
   Memphis, Tennessee
   Sociology

1) Whitmore, Levond
   Mason, Tennessee
   Physical Education

2) Watkins, Carmelita
   Bolivar, Tennessee
   Business Education

3) Warren, Donna
   L-Aura, Arkansas
   Business Admin.

4) Williamson, Reginald
   Columbus, Georgia
   Sociology

5) Wiley, Elizabeth
   Whiteville, Tennessee
   Sociology

6) Wiley, Patricia
   Whiteville, Tennessee
   Sociology
Junior students enjoy the campus while sporting Timmy Thomas sweatshirts.

Sherlon Wiggins works diligently for her advisor.

Brenda Lee
Morris Mallory
Curtis Martin
Ollie Richards
Clifton Rogers
Robert Ross
BICENTENNIAL

LIFT EV'RY VOICE AND SING

Lift ev'ry voice and sing, till earth and heaven ring
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise high as the list'ning skies
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.

Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us
Facing the rising sun, of our new day begun
Let us march on till victory is won.

Stony the road we trod, bitter the chast'ning rod
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat, have not our weary feet,
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?

We have come over a way that with tears has been watered,
We have come treading our path thro' the blood of the slaughtered,
Out from the gloomy past, till now we stand at last
Where the white gleams of our bright star is cast.

God of our weary years, God of our silent tears,
Thou who hast brought us thus far on the way;
Thou who hast led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray.

Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee,
Lest our hearts drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee;
Shadowed beneath Thy hand may we forever stand,
True to our God, true to our Native Land.

--James Weldon Johnson
In this Bicentennial Year, it is only proper that the Lanite Staff pause to pay tribute to Black Americans who are yesterday’s, today’s, and tomorrow’s heroes. Yes, Blacks should celebrate the Bicentennial, for Black history is beautiful as we have known it, as we know it, and as we can know it.

The corridors of time have allowed us to know such great people as Crispus Attucks, Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass, Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jr., Jesse Jackson, Angela Davis, Shirley Chisholm, and countless other beautiful Black children who gave us roots and helped us blossom into what we are today. We are proud today of these Black Americans, for they, too, in spite of what the history books and White America project, have made America great.

Whereas our ancestors (not by choice) were the first successful cultivators of the fields of America, we, their descendants, feel ourselves entitled to participate in the blessings of her abundant soil which their blood enriched. And any measure, or system of measures, that have a tendency to banish us, would not only be cruel but in direct violation of those principles which have been and are the boast of this country.

Our African-American history tells us that there is another history just as great as other histories, and that it is impossible to create American history without recognizing this African-American history.

"African-American history is a history of slavery, segregation, blood, cotton, reaches, and rats. But it is also a story of human faith, human strength, and human weakness, which is to say that it is a story relevant to the lives of all men."

Ralph Ellison put it very well, saying: "Any people who could endure all that brutalization and keep together, who could undergo such dismembrment and reconstitute itself, and endure until it could take the initiative in achieving its own freedom is obviously more than the sum of its brutalization."

Blacks have made tremendous contributions to American History—in the field of religion, education, the arts, education, etc.—and it is for this reason that we devote a section of our book to past, present, and future heroes. Only a few Black contributors are pictured on the following pages, but we pay tribute to all!

WE HAVE COME A LONG WAY; WE HAVE OVERCOME; AND WE CAN BE EVEN GREATER IN MULTITUDES!

LET US UNITE FOR PROGRESS!!!!!
The following people are pictured on this page. Can you associate names with faces?

Jack Johnson-Great heavyweight boxing champion.

Leontyne Price-Famous opera singer.

Jesse Jackson-National director of Operation PUSH.

Malcolm X-Formed the Organization of Afro-American Unity.

Stokely Carmichael-Active civil rights leader and director of SNCC.

James Baldwin-Foremost novelist and essayist.

Frederick Douglass-Active leader in the antislavery movement.

Thurgood Marshall-Supreme Court Justice.

Mary M. Bethune-Founder of Bethune-Cookman College and frequent visitor to the White House.


Martin Luther King Jr.-Civil rights worker and leader who gave his life for the cause.

Booker T. Washington-Founder and director of teacher-training school.

Langston Hughes-One of the most sophisticated writers of the Renaissance.

Angela Davis-Civil rights worker who won famous court battle in California.

The 1975-76 choice for "Teacher of the Year" is Mr. Nathaniel Carter Jr. Mr. Carter is an instructor of Sociology and Religion.

He is a member of the American Sociological Association, the Black United Sociological Association, PUSH, NAACP, the Academy of Religion and Science, and the Nashville Inter-denominational Ministerial Alliance Association.

We salute you, Mr. Carter, for this achievement.
... AT LANE COLLEGE PROVIDE THE STUDENTS WITH EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES.
FOREIGN

STUDENTS

Left to Right: Felix Ikwozuj, Ernest Turey, Kingsley Okechukwu

First Row: Earl Lankier, Ray Beverly, James Smith, Collier Harvey, Al Miller, Mr. James Taylor, Advisor.
BIOLOGY CLUB

First Row: Tommy Roz, Phoebe Lowery, Delois Morris, Regina Toonds, Nelson Bond, and Issor C. Calhoun.
Second Row: Marcia Sanders, Betty Jackson, Carolyn Anstrair.
Third Row: Tommy Lowery, Michael Kelly, Mr. Lewis, Advisor; Milton Smith, Collier Harvey, and Clifton Rogers.

KAPPA KAPPA PSI

Seated: Lawrence Gilmore, Jerry Howell, Leon Daughtry, Stephen Falls, and Terry Williams.

SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB

Seated: Mildred Gamble, Cassandra Stokes, Rita Matthews.
Standing: Patrick Miller, Marian Alexander, Michael Winslow.

TAL RETA SIGMA

From Left to Right: Sandra Charles, Debra Sharpe, Ida Heford, Daisy Green, Dale Gooden.

HONORARY BAND
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FRATERNITY

110

111